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Abstract Quantum mechanics emergesà la Verlinde from a foliation ofR3 by holo-
graphic screens, when regarding the latter as entropy reservoirs that a particle can ex-
change entropy with. This entropy is quantised in units of Boltzmann’s constantkB.
The holographic screens can be treated thermodynamically as stretched membranes.
On that side of a holographic screen where spacetime has already emerged, theen-
ergy representationof thermodynamics gives rise to the usual quantum mechanics.
A knowledge of the different surface densities of entropy flow across all screens is
equivalent to a knowledge of the quantum–mechanical wavefunction onR3. Theen-
tropy representationof thermodynamics, as applied to a screen, can be used to describe
quantum mechanics in the absence of spacetime, that is, quantum mechanics beyond
a holographic screen, where spacetime has not yet emerged. Our approach can be
regarded as a formal derivation of Planck’s constant~ from Boltzmann’s constantkB .
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1 Introduction

Groundbreaking advances in our understanding of gravity have led to profound new
insights into its nature (see [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 69] and refs. therein). Perhaps the
most relevant insight is the recognition that gravity cannot a fundamental force, but
rather must be an effective description of some underlying degrees of freedom. As
such, gravity is amenable to a thermodynamical description. Although this fact had
already been suspected for some time [4, 5, 33, 67, 41, 34], itis only more recently
that it has been given due attention. The derivation of Newton’s laws of motion and of
Einstein’s gravity, presented in ref. [69] from an entropicperspective, has triggered off
an avalanche of research into the subject, ensueing papers being too numerous to quote
here in detail; see however [47, 8, 65, 18, 46, 25, 26]. A feature of these developments
is that, while offering insights into the quantum structureof spacetime, the treatment
is largely classical, in that no specific microscopic model of spacetime is assumed. In
other words, these developments refer not to the (microscopic) statistical mechanics
of gravity and spacetime, but to its (macroscopic) thermodynamics instead. In this
sense, notions usually considered to bea priori, such as inertia, force and spacetime,
appear as phenomena arising from some underlying theory whose minutiæ are largely
unknown—but fortunately also irrelevant for a thermodynamical description. Such
emergentphenomena are no longera priori, but derived. We refer readers to the com-
prehensive overview of emergent physics presented in the nice book [11]. Spacetime
itself appears as an emergent phenomenon, with the holographic principle playing a
key role [35, 63]. Developments in string theory also point in this direction [6, 57].

It has also been conjectured that quantum mechanics itself must be an emergent
theory [49, 1, 62, 36, 37, 19, 20, 21, 22, 42]; see also [45, 23,9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 43]
for its close link with gravity theories, and [29, 30, 31, 32]for an interpretation in
thermodynamical terms. The guiding principle at work in many of these approaches
is the notion that quantum mechanics provides some coarse–grained description of an
underlying deterministic theory. In some of these models [36], quantum states arise as
equivalence classes of classical, deterministic states, the latter being grouped together
into equivalence classes, or quantum states, due to our ignorance of the full microscopic
description. Quantisation thus appears to be some kind of dissipation mechanism for
information. In the presence of dissipation, entropy immediately comes to mind [15,
16, 17].

Thus the two research lines mentioned above, gravity and quantum mechanics,
share the common feature of being effective, thermodynamical descriptions of their re-
spective underlying theories. It is the purpose of this paper to develop an approach to
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emergent quantum mechanics from theentropicpoint of view pioneered in ref. [69],
with a quantum–mechanical particle replacing the classical particle considered in ref.
[69]. Additionally, this will contribute towards clarifying the role played by Planck’s
constant~ in the entropic derivation of classical gravity (Newton’s and Einstein’s) pre-
sented in [69]. Indeed, our results can be regarded as an entropic derivation of Planck’s
constant~ from Boltzmann’s constantkB—at least conceptually if not numerically.
Altogether, our approach will provide us witha holographic, entropic picture of emer-
gent quantum mechanics.

Finally let us say a word on notation. Awkward though the presence of~, c, G, kB
in our equations may seem, our purpose of exhibiting how~ emerges fromkB renders
natural units inconvenient. Quantum operators will be denoted asf̂ , with f being the
corresponding classical function.

2 Holographic screens as entropy reservoirs

2.1 A quantum of entropy

The starting point in ref. [69] is a classical point particleof massM approaching
a holographic screenS, from that side of the latter on which spacetime has already
emerged. At a distance fromS equal to 1 Compton length, the particle causes the
entropyS of the screen to increase by the amount

∆S = 2πkB, (1)

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant. The above can also be understood asmeaning that
2πkB is thequantumby which the entropy of the screen increases, whenever a particle
crossesS. The factor2π on the right–hand side is conventional. Relevant is only the
fact that the entropy increase of the screen appears quantised in units ofkB.

We callbright that side of the holographic screen on which spacetime has already
emerged, whereas the other side might well be termeddark. One can also think of the
holographic screen as being the horizon of some suitably picked observerO in space-
time. For example, in the relativistic case, one can think ofthis observer as being a
Rindler observer. The dark side might well be identified withthe screen itself, as there
is literally no spacetime beyond the bright side—this assertion is to be understood as
relative to the corresponding observer, since different observers might perceive differ-
ent horizons. In this way, for each fixed value of the time variable, a collection of
observersOj , with the indexj running over some (continuous) setJ , gives rise to
a foliation of 3–space by 2–dimensional holographic screensSj : R3 = ∪j∈J Sj . For
reasons to be explained presently we will mostly restrict our attention to potentials such
that theSj are all closed surfaces; we denote the finite volume they enclose byVj , so
∂Vj = Sj .
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2.2 Two thermodynamical representations

We will take (1) to hold for a quantum particle as well. A quantum particle hitting
the holographic screen1 exchanges entropy with the latter,i.e., the wavefunctionψ
exchanges information withS. Just as information is quantised in terms of bits, so is
entropy quantised, as per eqn. (1). The only requirement on this exchange is that the
holographic screen act as an entropy reservoir. (See refs. [44, 48] for related proposals,
with the mechanical action integral replacing the entropy).

Describing the quantum particle on the bright side of the screen we have the stan-
dard wavefunctionψ+, depending on the spacetime coordinates and obeying the usual
laws of quantum mechanics. On the other hand, theentropicwavefunctionψ− de-
scribes the same quantum particle, as seen by an observer on the dark side of the holo-
graphic screen. If imagining an observer on the dark side ofS, where spacetime has
not yet emerged, raises some concern, one can also think ofψ− as being related, in a
way to be made precise below, to the flow of entropy across the horizonS, as measured
by an observer on the bright side of the same horizon.

Our goal is to describe the laws ofentropic quantum mechanics, that is, the laws
satisfied by the entropic wavefunctionψ−, and to place them in correspondence with
those satisfied by the standard wavefunctionψ+ on spacetime. The relevant thermody-
namical formalism needed here can be found,e.g., in the classic textbook [7]. However,
for later use, let us briefly summarise a few basics. Any giventhermodynamical system
can be completely described if one knows itsfundamental equation. The latter contains
all the thermodynamical information one can obtain about the system. The fundamen-
tal equation can be expressed in either of two equivalent ways, respectively called the
energy representationand theentropy representation. In the energy representation one
has a fundamental equationE = E(S, . . .), where the energyE is a function of the
entropyS, plus of whatever additional variables may be required. In the entropy rep-
resentation one solves for the entropy in terms of the energyto obtain a fundamental
equationS = S(E, . . .).

As an example, let there be just one extensive parameter, thevolumeV . Then the
fundamental equation in the entropy representation will bean expression of the form
S = S(E, V ), hencedS = (∂S/∂E) dE + (∂S/∂V ) dV . We know thatδQ = TdS,
while the first law of thermodynamics reads, in this case,δQ = dE + pdV , with
p the pressure. It follows thatT−1 = ∂S/∂E and p = T (∂S/∂V ). This latter
equation is the equation of state. For example, in the case ofan ideal gas we have
S(E, V ) = kB ln (V/V0) + f(E), with f(E) a certain function of the energy and
V0 a reference volume (that can be regarded as a constant contribution toS and thus
neglected). It follows from∂S/∂V = kBV

−1 thatpV is proportional toT , as expected
of an ideal gas.

In a sense to be made more precise presently, the bright side of the holographic
screen corresponds to the energy representation, while thedark side corresponds to the
entropy representation. Thus the energy representation will give us quantum mechanics
on spacetime as we know it. One must bear in mind, however, that standard thermo-

1Due to quantum delocalisation, statements such asa quantum particle hitting the holographic screen
must be understood as meaninga quantum–mechanical wavepacket, a substantial part of which has nonzero
overlap with the screen.
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dynamical systems admit both representations (energy and entropy) simultaneously,
which representation one uses being just a matter of choice.In our case this choice
is dictated, for each fixed observer, by that side of the screen on which the observer
wants to study quantum mechanics. For example there is no energy variable on the
dark side, as there is no time variable, but an observer can assign the screen an entropy,
measuring the observer’s ignorance of what happens beyond the screen. By the same
token, on the bright side we have an energy but there is no entropy2. In this case these
two representations cannot be simultaneous.

The situation just described changes somewhat as soon as oneconsiders two or
more observers, each one of them perceiving a different horizon or holographic screen.
Consider, for simplicity, two observersO1,O2 with their respective screensS1,S2, and
assume the latter to be such thatS2 gets beyondS1, in the sense thatS2 encloses more
emerged volume thanS1. That is, the portion of emerged spacetime perceived byO2

includes all that perceived byO1, plus some volume that remains on the dark side of
S1. CallV12 this portion of spacetime that appears dark toO1 but bright toO2. Clearly,
quantum mechanics onV12 will be described in the energy representation byO2 and
in the entropy representation byO1. In this case the two representations can coexist
simultaneously—not as corresponding to one observer, as instandard thermodynamics,
but each one of them aspertaining to a different observer.

The differences just mentioned, as well as some more that will arise along the way,
set us somewhat apart from the standard thermodynamical formalism. Nevertheless,
the thermodynamical analogy can be quite useful if one bearsthese differences in mind.

2.3 A holographic dictionary

Let us recall that one can formulate aholographic dictionarybetween gravitation, on
the one hand, and thermodynamics, on the other [50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. LetVG denote
the gravitational potential created by a total massM =

∫

V
d3V ρM within the volume

V enclosed by the holographic screenS = ∂V . Then the following two statements are
equivalent [69, 38]:
i) there exists a gravitational potentialVG satisfying Poisson’s equation∇2VG =
4πGρM , such that a test massm in the background field created by the mass distri-
butionρM experiences a forceF = −m∇VG;
ii) given a foliation of 3–space by holographic screens,R

3 = ∪j∈J Sj , there are two
scalar quantities, called entropyS and temperatureT , such that the force acting on a
test massm is given byFδx =

∫

S
TδdS. The latter integral is taken over a screen that

does not enclosem.
Moreover, the thermodynamical equivalent of the gravitational theory includes the fol-
lowing dictionary entries[69]:

1

kB
S(x) =

−1

4~cL2
P

VG(x)A(VG(x)), (2)

2πkBT (x) =
dVG
dn

, (3)

2We are considering the simplified case of a pure quantum state. Were our quantum state to be described
by a density matrix, there would of course be an entropy associated.
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kB
2

∫

S

d2a T = L2
PMc2. (4)

In (2), (3) and (4) we have placed all thermodynamical quantities on the left, while
their mechanical analogues are on the right. As in ref. [69],the area elementd2a on
S is related to the infinitesimal number of bitsdN on it throughd2a = L2

PdN . We
denote the area of the equipotential surface passing through the pointx byA(VG(x)),
while dVG/dn denotes the derivative ofVG along the normal direction to the same
equipotential. The above expressions tell us how, given a gravitational potentialVG(x)
and its normal derivativedVG/dn, the entropyS and the temperatureT can be defined
as functions of space.

Specifically, eqn. (2) expresses the proportionality between the areaA of the screen
S and the entropyS it contains. This porportionality implies that gravitational equipo-
tential surfaces get translated, by the holographic dictionary, asisoentropic surfaces,
above called holographic screensS.

Equation (3) expresses the Unruh effect: an accelerated observer experiences the
vacuum of an inertial observer as a thermal bath at a temperatureT that is proportional
to the observer’s accelerationdVG/dn.

Finally, eqn. (4) expresses the first law of thermodynamics and the equipartition
theorem. The right–hand side of (4) equals the total rest energy of the mass enclosed
by the volumeV , while the left–hand side expresses the same energy contentas spread
over the bits of the screenS = ∂V , each one of them carrying an energykBT/2. It is
worthwhile noting that equipartition need not be postulated. Starting from (3) one can
in fact prove the following form of the equipartition theorem:

kB
2

∫

S

d2a T =
A(S)

4π
U(S), A(S) =

∫

S

d2a. (5)

The details leading up to (5) from (3) will be given in section4.5. Above,U can be
an arbitrary potential energy3. We will henceforth mean eqn. (5) when referring to the
first law and the equipartition theorem. In all the above we are treating the area as a
continuous variable, but in fact it is quantised [69]. IfN(S) denotes the number of bits
of the screenS, then

A(S) = N(S)L2
P . (6)

However, in the limitN → ∞, when∆N/N << 1, this approximation of the area by
a continuous variable is accurate enough. We will see later on that lettingN → ∞ is
equivalent to the semiclassical limit in quantum mechanics.

We intend to write a holographic dictionary between quantummechanics, on the
one hand, and thermodynamics, on the other. This implies that we will need to gener-
alise eqns. (2), (3) and (5) so as to adapt them to our quantum–mechanical setup. Thus
we will replace the classical particle of [69] with a quantumparticle, subject to some
potential energyU of nongravitational origin.

3The gravitational potentialVG appearing above is the gravitational energyUG per unit test massm.
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3 The energy representation

LetH = K +U be the classical Hamiltonian function onR3 whose quantisation leads
to the quantum Hamiltonian operator̂H = K̂ + Û that governs our quantum particle.
The HamiltonianĤ will be assumed to possess normalisable states. This condition
on the potential was already reflected in the gravitational case of eqn. (2), where the
negative sign of the gravitational potential led to a positive definite entropy.

On the bright side of the screen, spacetime has already emerged. This gives us the
energy representation of quantum mechanics—the one we are used to: a time variable
with a conserved Noether charge, the energy, and wavefunctions depending on the
spacetime coordinates. We have the uncertainty relation

∆Q̂∆P̂ ≥
~

2
. (7)

In the semiclassical limit we have a wavefunction

ψ+ = exp

(

i

~
I

)

, (8)

whereI =
∫

dtL is the action integral satisfying the Hamilton–Jacobi equation.
LetV denote the finite portion of 3–space bounded by the closed holographic screen

S = ∂V . We can now posit the quantum–mechanical analogues of eqns.(2), (3) and
(5). In the energy representation these analogues read, respectively,

1

kB
Ŝ(x) =

1

4~cLP

A(U(x))|Û (x)|, (9)

2πkBT̂ (x) = LP

dÛ

dn
, (10)

kB
2

∫

S

d2a T̂ =
A(S)

4π
Û(S). (11)

Some comments are in order. We are considering the nonrelativistic limit, in which the
rest energy of the particle can be ignored. We also neglect all gravitational effects, rel-
ativistic or not; we will limit ourselves to the external potentialÛ . Quantum operators
such asÛ , initially defined to act on wavefunctions inL2(R3), must now be restricted
to act on wavefunctions inL2(V). Denote this restriction bŷUV . By definition, its
matrix elements〈f+|ÛV |g+〉 are

〈f+|ÛV |g+〉 :=

∫

V

d3V f∗
+Ûg+, (12)

the integral extending over the finite volumeV instead of allR3. For simplicity we
have suppressed the subindexV in (9), (10) and (11), but it must be understood that all
operators are to be restricted as specified.

The right–hand side of (9) deserves more attention.|Û | denotes the operator whose
matrix elements are the absolute values of those ofÛ . Taking the absolute value ensures
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that the entropy is positive definite, given that the potentialU need not have a constant
sign, contrary to the gravitational case of (2).

It will also be observed that no carets stand aboveA(U(x)), A(S), because they
are c–numbers. They denote the area of the equipotential surface passing through the
pointx and the are of the screenS, respectively. Also, the integral on the left–hand side
of (11) is a standard surface integral, even if the integrandis the operator̂T , because
the latter depends on the c–number–valued coordinate functionsx.

As a final remark, let us point out that the above equations (9), (10) and (11), as
well as their classical counterparts (2), (3) and (5), are correctly understood as being
expressed in the energy representation of thermodynamics.This is so despite the fact
that one writes the entropy as an explicit function of the potential energy—would this
not be the defining property of the entropy representation? The answer is negative for
two reasons. First, one would need to express the entropy as afunction of the total
energyH , rather than as a function of just the potential energyU . Second, all the
above expressions are functions defined on the emerged portion of space, where there
exists a conserved Noether charge, the energyH , and its conjugate variable, the timet.
The entropy representation will be introduced later on, when the absence of spacetime
will make it necessary to eliminate the space dependence of quantities such as entropy
and temperature. Such will be the case beyond the holographic screen.

4 The entropy representation

The entropy representation can also be thought of as quantummechanics in the absence
of spacetime, as we will come to recognise presently.

4.1 Action vs. entropy

It is well known, in the theory of thermodynamical fluctuations [7], that the proba-
bility density functiond required to compute expectation values of thermodynamical
quantities is given by the exponential of the entropy:

d = exp

(

S

kB

)

. (13)

Its square root, that one may call the amplitude for the probability densityd, can there-
fore be identified with an entropic wavefunctionψ(d)

− :

ψ
(d)
− = exp

(

S

2kB

)

. (14)

This identification is made up to a (possibly point–dependent) phaseeiα, plus a nor-
malisation. Comparing (14) with (8) we arrive at the correspondence

iI

~
↔

S

2kB
(15)
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between the energy representation and the entropy representation,both of them taken
in the semiclassical limit. This amounts to the statement that quantum–mechanical
fluctuations can be understood thermodynamically, at leastin the semiclassical limit.

We should note that the correspondence (15) is holographic in nature, because the
action integralI is defined on space, while the entropyS is defined on the screen
bounding it. Moreover, the above correspondence also implies that, in the entropic
representation, the semiclassical limit (the one considered in (8)) corresponds to letting
kB → 0.

The wavefunction (14) describes anincomingwave, from the point of view of the
screen. Anoutgoingwave, from the point of view of the screen, would be describedby
exp (−S/2kB).

It is reassuring to observe that the same correspondence (15) has been found in the
context of gravity and black–hole thermodynamics [2, 3].

4.2 Quantum statesvs. holographic screens

The equationU(x1, x2, x3) = U0, whereU0 is a constant, defines an equipotential
surface inR3. As U0 runs over all its possible values, we obtain a foliation ofR

3

by equipotential surfaces. Following [69], we will identify equipotential surfaces with
holographic screens. Hence forces will arise as entropy gradients.

Assume thatψ+ is nonvanishing at a certain point in space. Consider an infinitesi-
mal cylinder around this point, with heightLP and base area equal to the area element
d2a. Motivated by the proportionality between area and entropy, already mentioned,
we postulate that there is an infinitesimal entropy flowdS from the particle to the area
elementd2a:

dS = C 2πkBLP |ψ+|
2d2a. (16)

HereC is a dimensionless numerical constant, to be determined presently. A closed
surfaceΣ receives an entropy fluxS(Σ):

S(Σ) = C(Σ)2πkBLP

∫

Σ

d2a |ψ+|
2. (17)

The constantC(Σ) will in general depend on the particular surface chosen; thelatter
may, but need not, be a holographic screen. The key notion here is that the integral of
the scalar field|ψ+|

2 over any surface carries an entropy flow associated. When the
surfaceΣ actually coincides with a holographic screenS, and when the latter is not a
nodal surface ofψ+, the constantC(S) may be determined by the requirement that the
entropy flux from the particle to the screen equal the quantumof entropy (1). Thus

1

C(S)
= LP

∫

S

d2a |ψ+|
2. (18)

We should point out the following. Given a wavefunctionψ+, the probability density
|ψ|2 onR3 gives rise to a natural definition of entropy, namely,

− kB

∫

d3V |ψ+|
2 log |ψ+|

2. (19)
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However, (19) is the entropy associated with our uncertainty in the position of the
particle in 3–space. As such it should not be confused with the entropy (17) associated
with the particle traversing the surfaceΣ. It is this latter entropy that we are interested
in.

Let us now read eqn. (18) in reverse, under the assumption that one knows the
proportionality constantsC(Sj) for a given foliationR3 = ∪j∈J Sj . This amounts to
a knowledge of the integrands,i.e., of the probability density|ψ+|

2 within the surface
integral (18) on each and everySj . From these tomographic sections of all probability
densitiesthere emerges the complete wavefunctionψ+ on all of R3, at least up to a
(possibly point–dependent) phaseeiα.

Thus the integrand of (18) gives the surface density of entropy flow into the holo-
graphic screenSj , and the wavefunctionψ+ becomes (proportional to) the square root
of this flow. The collection of all these tomographic sections ofψ+ along all possible
screens amounts to a knowledge of the complete wavefunction. Hencea knowledge
of the different surface densities of entropy flux across allpossible screens is equiv-
alent to a knowledge of the quantum–mechanical wavefunction ψ+. This is how the
quantum–mechanical wavefunctionψ+ emerges from the holographic screens. Close
ideas concerning the wavefunction in relation to foliations of space have been put for-
ward in ref. [9].

4.3 The entropic uncertainty principle

Let us define the dimensionless variable

s :=
S

2πkB
, (20)

that we will call thereduced entropy. It is nonnegative:s ≥ 0. For example, the
semiclassical entropic wavefunction (14) can be expressedin terms ofs asψ(d)

− (s) =
eπs. We can consider arbitrary functionsf(s) on which we let the following operators
Q̂S, P̂S act:

Q̂Sf(s) := sf(s), P̂Sf(s) := 2πkB
df(s)

ds
. (21)

For reasons that will become clear presently,Q̂S will also be called thenormal, or
entropic, position operator, while P̂S will be called thenormal, or entropic, momen-
tum4. One finds thatiP̂S andQ̂S are Hermitian onL2 [0,∞). Unlike the usual case
onL2(R), the Hermitian property of position and momentum on the semiaxis involves
some nontrivial mathematical subtleties that will not be touched upon here; see [64].
Now the above operators satisfy the Heisenberg algebra

[Q̂S , P̂S ] = 2πkB1. (22)

Therefore the followingentropic uncertainty principleholds:

∆Q̂S ∆P̂S ≥ πkB . (23)

The above uncertainty principle has been derived rather than postulated; this is in the
spirit of refs. [27, 28].

4The missing factor ofi in the definition ofP̂S is due to the correspondence (15).
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4.4 The entropic Schroedinger equation

Since the screensSj are isoentropic surfaces, the reduced entropys can be regarded
as a dimensionless coordinate orthogonal to all theSj . Multiplication byLP gives a
dimensionful coordinateρ:

ρ := LP s. (24)

Modulo multiplication by a dimensionless numerical factor, and the possible addition
of a constant, the above is an equivalent reexpression of theequation [69]

∆S = 2πkB
Mc

~
∆x, (25)

wherex is the distance measured normally to the screen—in turn, (25) is the same
as (1). We can exploit this fact if we assume that the time–independent Schroedinger
equation

−
~
2

2M
∇2ψ+ + Uψ+ = Eψ+ (26)

is separable in a coordinate system that includesρ as one of its coordinate functions.
So let us supplementρ with two additional coordinatesξ, χ such that the tripleρ, ξ, χ
provides an orthogonal set of curvilinear coordinates5 in which (26) separates as per
(28) below. Then the Euclidean line element onR

3 will be given by

ds2 = h2ρdρ
2 + h2ξdξ

2 + h2χdχ
2, (27)

where the metric coefficientshρ, hξ, hχ are functions of all three coordinatesρ, ξ, χ.
We will call ρ thenormal coordinateto the foliation, whileξ, χwill be calledtangential
coordinatesto the foliation. A more physical terminology, based on (24)and (10),
could beentropic coordinatefor ρ andisothermal coordinatesfor ξ, χ.

We recall thatU depends only on the normal coordinateρ, so equipotential surfaces
are defined byU(ρ) = U0, for any constantU0. The tangential dimensionsξ, χ are
purely spatial constructs: they encode the geometry of the equipotential surfaces. For
example, in the particular case of a Coulomb potential, or also of an isotropic harmonic
oscillator, theSj are a family of concentric spheres of increasing radii. Thenρ can be
identified with the usual radial coordinater onR3, while ξ, χ can be taken as the usual
polar anglesθ, ϕ. In the general caseρ, ξ, χ need not coincide with any of the standard
coordinate functions onR3. However, each screenSj can be univocally identified
by the equationρ = ρj . The uncertainty principle (23) holds on the phase space
corresponding toρ, and the operator̂QS defined in (21) is nothing butthe position
operator along the normal, or entropic, coordinate.

Thus separating variables as per

ψ+(ρ, ξ, χ) = R(ρ)Y (ξ, χ), (28)

5In general,ρ, ξ, χ are only local coordinates, and need not cover all ofR
3. In particular,ξ, χ need not

cover a complete screenSj , nor need they be simultaneously defined on different screensSj , Sk. However,
to simplify our notation, we omit all the indices that would be necessary in order to take all these possibilities
into account.
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and substituting into (26) leads to

1

hρhξhχ

[

1

R

∂

∂ρ

(

hξhχ
hρ

∂R

∂ρ

)

+
1

Y

∂

∂ξ

(

hρhχ
hξ

∂Y

∂ξ

)

+
1

Y

∂

∂χ

(

hρhξ
hχ

∂Y

∂χ

)]

+
2M

~2
(E − U) = 0. (29)

The precise way in which (29) separates into aρ–dependent piece and aξ, χ–dependent
piece cannot be written down in all generality, as it varies according to the particular
choice made forρ, ξ, χ. This is due to our ignorance of the specific way in which the
metric coefficientshρ, hξ, hχ depend on all three variablesρ, ξ, χ. One can, however,
outline some general features of the final outcome. Terms involving the Laplacian∇2

will decompose as a sum∇2
ρ + ∇2

ξ,χ, where subindices indicate the variables being
differentiated in the corresponding operators. Calling the separation constantλ, there
will be two separate equations. The first equation will involve the normal Laplacian
∇2

ρ, the potential energyU(ρ), the energy eigenvalueE, the massM and the separation
constantλ. All these elements (with the exception of∇2

ρ) appear as a certain function
F of ρ:

∇2
ρR(ρ) + F (ρ, U(ρ), E,M, λ)R(ρ) = 0. (30)

The unknown functionF is explicitly computable once a specific choice has been made
for the coordinatesξ, χ. The second equation involves only the tangential Laplacian
∇2

ξ,χ and the separation constantλ:

∇2
ξ,χY (ξ, χ) + λY (ξ, χ) = 0. (31)

It is important to note that (31) can be solved independentlyof (30)6. The eigen-
functionsY (ξ, χ) constitute a complete orthonormal system of eigenfunctions of the
tangential Laplacian within thetangential Hilbert spaceL2(Sj). Moreover, since we
have assumed the screens to be closed surfaces, the eigenvaluesλ will be quantised.
Once these eigenvalues have been determined, substitutioninto (30) allows the latter
to be completely solved.

We are finally in a position to define the entropic wavefunctionψ− in terms of its
partnerψ+. We take the entropic wavefunction to be theρ–dependent piece in the
factorisation (28),

ψ−(ρ) := R(ρ). (32)

Clearly theentropic, or normal, Hilbert spacecorresponding to the screenSj will be
L2[0, ρj). The latter is considered with respect to an integration measure that includes a
certain Jacobian factorJ(ρ). In order to compute this Jacobian we proceed as follows.
Apply the factorisation (28) to the normalisation condition forψ+ onVj :

∫

Vj

d3V |ψ+|
2 =

∫ ρj

0

dρ

∫

Sj

dξdχhρhξhχ|R(ρ)|
2|Y (ξ, χ)|2. (33)

6Needless to say, in the case of a Coulomb field, (30) becomes the standard radial wave equation, while
(31) becomes that satisfied by the usual spherical harmonics, with λ = l(l + 1).
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In general, the producthρhξhχ depends on all three coordinatesρ, ξ, χ. The sought–
for JacobianJ(ρ) equals theρ–dependent factor in the integration measure after the
integral overξ, χ has been carried out. Asρj becomes larger and larger, we obtain
the entropic Hilbert spaceL2[0,∞). The latter would correspond to an observer who
perceives no horizon at all, thus extending his normalisation integral (33) over all of
R

3. We will come back to the issue of the different realisationsof the entropic Hilbert
space (L2[0, ρj) vs.L2[0,∞)) in section 5.2.

In the passage form the energy representation to the entropyrepresentation we ap-
pear to have lost the information corresponding to the holographic screens one inte-
grates over. However the screens carry no dynamics, becausethe force at pointx is
orthogonal to the screen passing throughx. Thus a knowledge of the entropic wave-
functionψ−, plus of the foliation itself, is equivalent to a knowledge of the wave-
functionψ+ in the energy representation. That the foliation is a piece of information
belonging to the entropy representation, was stated in assertion ii) of our section 2.3
following [69, 38].

It remains to identify the wave equation satisfied by the entropic wavefunction
ψ−. Obviously this equation is (30), which may thus be regardedas the entropy–
representation analogue of the time–independent Schroedinger equationĤψ+ = Eψ+

on space. Recalling (9) and (24), this entropic Schroedinger equation reads

∇2
sψ−(s) +G(s, A(s), E,M, λ)ψ−(s) = 0. (34)

We have calledG(s, A(s), E,M, λ) the function that results from expressing the po-
tentialU as a function of the entropyS and the areaA, and writing everything in terms
of the reduced entropys. As was the case withF in (30), the unknown functionG is
explicitly computable once a specific choice has been made for the coordinatesξ, χ.

4.5 The fundamental equation, the equation of state, and equipar-
tition

In this section we will rewrite the dictionary entries (9), (10) and (11), found to hold in
the energy representation, in the entropy representation.For this purpose we first need
to solve the eigenvalue equation̂Sφ− = Sφ− on the screen, so the latter will be kept
fixed. That is, we will not consider a variable surfaceSj of the foliation, but rather a
specific surface corresponding to a fixed value of the indexj. Observe also a difference
in notation:φ instead ofψ. This is to stress the fact that, by (9), entropy eigenstatesφ
cannot be eigenstates of the complete HamiltonianĤ , but only of the potential energy
Û . OnceÛ is diagonalised by a set ofφ+ defined on the bright side,i.e., once we have
solved the eigenvalue equation7

Ûφ+ = Uφ+, (35)

7Obviously theφ+ are the well–known eigenfunctions of the position operatoron the bright side, but this
property is immaterial for our purposes.
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then the correspondingφ− on the screen are defined per continuity:φ−(S) = φ+(S).
By (9), the sameφ− then diagonalisêS:

Ŝφ− = Sφ−, S =
kB

4~cLP

A(S)|U(S)|. (36)

Thermodynamical quantities will now arise as expectation values of operators in the
entropic eigenstatesφ−(S).

We first deal with (9). Clearly its reexpression in the entropy representation will be
the thermodynamical fundamental equationS = S(A) in the sense of ref. [7], since
the extensive parameter corresponding to the holographic screen is the areaA. Then
we have

〈Ŝ〉 =
kB

4~cLP

A(S)|U(S)|. (37)

Availing ourselves of the freedom to pick the origin of potentials at will, let us set
|U(S)| = ~c/LP . Thus

〈Ŝ〉 =
kB
4L2

P

A, (38)

which is the celebrated Bekenstein–Hawking law. It arises as a thermodynamical fun-
damental equation in the entropy representation.

Our holographic screen is treated thermodynamically as a stretched membrane, so
the generalised force conjugate to the extensive parameterA is the surface tensionσ.
Then the equation of state corresponding to (38) is

σ =
kB〈T̂ 〉

4L2
P

. (39)

Rewrite the above as2πkB〈T̂ 〉 = 8πL2
Pσ and recall thatσ is the normal component

of force per unit length on the screen. Since force is proportional to acceleration, the
above equation of state turns out to be equivalent to the Unruh law.

Finally we turn to the first law of thermodynamics and the equipartition theorem.
As already mentioned in section 2.3, it turns out that the equipartition theorem can be
derived from the Unruh law. Since this fact is valid both in the classical case (5) and
in its quantum counterpart (11), the derivation being exactly the same whatever the
case, we will provide the details pertaining to the derivation of (11) from (10). Inte-
grate the latter over a thin 3–dimensional slice of widthdn bounded by two equipo-
tentialsS1 andS2. Now the Planck lengthLP is extremely small, so we can safely
setdn = LP , while the two screensS1 andS2 will not differ appreciably in their sur-
face area. Then the volume integral of the left–hand side of (10) very approximately
equals2πkBLP

∫

S
d2a T̂ . On the right–hand side, let us first integratedÛ/dn along

the normal direction, to obtainLP Û(S2) − LP Û(S1). We can take the origin for the
potential function such that it will vanish onS1. The remaining term is the surface in-
tegralLP

∫

S
d2a Û(S). The integrand can be pulled past the integration sign because

S is an equipotential surface, thus yieldingLP Û(S)
∫

S
d2a. This latter integral equals

the surface areaA(S) of the screen, and (11) follows as claimed.
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Taking the expectation value, in the entropic eigenstatesφ−, of the operator equa-
tion (11), produces the thermodynamical expression for theequipartition theorem:

kB
2

∫

S

d2a 〈T̂ 〉 =
A(S)

4π
〈Û(S)〉. (40)

4.6 Planckvs. Boltzmann, or ~ vs. kB
Planck’s quantum of action~ gets replaced, in the entropic picture, with Boltzmann’s
constantkB. This explains the presence of~ in the entropic derivation of classical
gravity (Newton’s and Einstein’s) given in ref. [69]: by thecorrespondence (15),
the presence of~ is an unavoidable consequence of the presence ofkB, and vicev-
ersa. We find this dichotomy between the energy and the entropy representations very
suggestive—it appears to be a sort of complementarity principle, in Bohr’s sense of
the word. For example, this dichotomy allows one to write a quantum of energy in the
form E = ~ω, or else in the alternative formE = CkBT (C being a dimensionless
number). It also allows one to express a quantum of entropy inthe formS = ~ω/T , or
else asS = 2πkB. This dichotomy exchanges frequencyω with temperatureT , thus
timetmaps to inverse temperatureT−1, which is reminiscent of the Tolman–Ehrenfest
relation [66] and also of thermal time [56].

4.7 The second law of thermodynamics, revisited

As a minor technical point, we have restricted our analysis to closed holographic
screens enclosing a finite 3–dimensional volume. Quantum–mechanically this cor-
responds to normalisable states in the energy representation. Nonnormalisable states
correspond to open holographic screens without a boundary (thus having an infinite
surface area and enclosing an infinite volume). Our analysiscan be extended to the
latter by replacing absolute quantities with densities (per unit surface or unit volume
as the case may be). The connection with the second law of thermodynamics comes
about as follows. The second law of thermodynamics,∆S ≥ 0, lies hidden within
the quantum theory. Of course, one can derive it from statistical mechanics, but our
purpose here is the opposite. We have seen that the domain of the reduced entropys is
the half axiss ≥ 0, and that this fact led to the entropic Hilbert spaceL2[0,∞) (instead
of L2(R)) for the wavefunctionsψ−(s). All this is a quantum–mechanical rewriting of
the second law. One could ask, under what conditions will theentropic coordinateρ
be nonnegative? This is certainly the case when the holographic screens are all closed,
but what happens in case they are open? The geometry of the screens is dictated by
the potentialU . If the latter has flat directions, then its equipotentials will no longer be
closed surfaces—instead they will have an infinite surface area and will enclose an in-
finite volume. As mentioned above, one appropriately replaces quantities like entropy
and energy with the corresponding densities. However, the corresponding screens must
be such that the normal coordinate to their bright side,ρ, runs over the half axisρ ≥ 0.
This latter condition will be satisfied whenever the potential is such that it possesses a
centre of force, or an axis, or a plane, or possibly a more general surface of symmetry,
with respect to which one can define a nonnegative normal coordinate. This appears to
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be the case in all physically interesting situations, thus staying in agreement with the
second law of thermodynamics. Only the free particle lacks acanonicaldefinition of
a normal coordinate—but then again the second principle holds in the form∆S = 0,
due to the absence of forces.

5 Discussion

5.1 Quantum mechanics as a holographic, emergent phenomenon

Classical thermodynamics can be conveniently expressed ineither of two equivalent
languages, respectively called the energy representationand the entropy representation
[7]. Here we have argued that quantum mechanics as we know it (i.e., on spacetime)
corresponds to the energy representation, while quantum mechanics beyond a holo-
graphic screen (i.e., in the absence of spacetime) corresponds to the entropy represen-
tation. In this paper we have developed the formalism of entropic quantum mechanics
and placed it in correspondence with that of standard quantum mechanics on spacetime.

In particular, we have formulated the entropic uncertaintyprinciple (23) for the
(reduced) entropy variables that the entropic wavefunctionψ−(s) (sometimes also
denotedR(ρ)) depends on; see (24). The latter arises as the result of factoring out the
part of the wavefunction that depends on the tangential coordinates to the screen, the
normal coordinate being proportional to the entropy itself. We have also written down
a differential equation satisfied by the entropic wavefunction, that one may well call
the entropic Schroedinger equation; see (34).

Moreover, we have identified the explicit expression (14) ascorresponding to the
entropic wavefunction in the semiclassical limitkB → 0. There is a nice map, given
by (15), between the semiclassical wavefunction in the energy representation and the
corresponding semiclassical wavefunction in the entropy representation. This map ex-
changes the classical action integral with the entropy of the screen, while at the same
time introducing a relative factor ofi. It also exchanges Planck’s constant~ with
Boltzmann’s constantkB. In so doing, this map succeeds in explaining why Planck’s
constant~ had to appear in the derivation of classical gravity (Newton’s and Einstein’s)
given in ref. [69]. Namely, the presence of~ is an inescapable consequence of the pres-
ence ofkB, and viceversa, since~ is required by the energy representation, whilekB
is required by the entropy representation.

If spacetime is an emergent phenomenon, then everything built on it necessarily
becomes emergent [24]. This applies to quantum mechanics inparticular. However,
in the entropy representation developed here, the emergence property of quantum me-
chanics becomes a much sharper feature. Indeed, one usuallyassociates entropy with
lack of information, while energy (e.g., a sharp energy eigenvalue) is thought of as pro-
viding definite information. Now the correspondence (15) implies that, if the entropy
representation is emergent, then so is the energy representation, and viceversa. In this
sense, the information content carried by entropy is no morediffuse than that carried
by energy, nor is the information encoded by energy more sharply defined than that
encoded in entropy. In other words, the correspondence (15)confirms what we already
knew from other sources—namely, that quantum mechanics is definitely an emergent
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phenomenon.
We have also succeeded in writing a holographic dictionary between quantum me-

chanics, on the one hand, and thermodynamics, on the other. An analogous holo-
graphic dictionary was presented, in the gravitational case, in ref. [69]. Some key
entries in this gravitational/thermodynamical dictionary are summarised in eqns. (2),
(3) and (5), preceded by the equivalence between statementsi) and ii) of section
2.3. As a novelty, here we have presented the corresponding entries in our quantum–
mechanical/thermodynamical dictionary. These entries include the equivalence be-
tween the analogues of statementsi) andii) of section 2.3. In our setup, this is expressed
in the assertion that the energy representation of quantum mechanics (statementi)) is
equivalent to the entropy representation of quantum mechanics (statementii) ). Further
entries in this dictionary of equivalences are the analogues of eqns. (2), (3) and (5),
respectively given by our eqns. (9), (10) and (11) when working in the energy repre-
sentation. Our eqns. (9), (10) allow one to define an entropy field and a temperature
field as (operator–valued) functions onR3, whereas (11) is a reexpression of the first
law of thermodynamics and of the equipartition theorem. Their respective vacuum ex-
pectation values give rise to the corresponding equations in the entropy representation,
(38), (39) and (40), where the space dependence disappears.Their respective inter-
pretations are the proportionality between the area and theentropy of the screen (the
Bekenstein–Hawking law), the thermodynamical equation ofstate of the screen (the
Unruh law), and the equipartition theorem.

5.2 Quantum mechanics in the absence of spacetime

Entropic quantum mechanics can be thought of as describing quantum mechanicsin
the absence of spacetime. This latter statement must be understood as meaning that
the tangential coordinates to the holographic screens, as well as functions thereof, have
been factored out, while the normal coordinate and functions thereof remain—though
no longer as aspatial coordinate, but rather as ameasure of entropy. This viewpoint is
motivated in eqn. (25), that we have borrowed directly from [69]. Now in the absence
of time there is no Hamiltonian. In the absence of space thereare also no paths to sum
overà la Feynman. One might thus conclude that there can be no quantummechanics
in the absence of spacetime. This is however not true, as shown here and as shown also
by independent analyses. For example, quantum mechanics without spacetime has
been proposed as a case for noncommutative geometry [58, 59,40]. Without resorting
to noncommutative geometry, one can also argue as follows.

We have seen that the Hilbert space of entropic quantum states isL2[0, ρj) for an
observer who perceives space terminating at the screenSj , andL2[0,∞) for an ob-
server who perceives no screen at all, or horizon. Given the two screensSj andSk,
respectively located atρ = ρj andρ = ρk with ρj < ρk, it holds that the two spaces
L2[0, ρj) andL2[0, ρk) are unitarily isomorphic because both are infinite–dimensional
and separable [64]. Now letρk → ∞. The isomorphism betweenL2[0, ρj) and
L2[0,∞), plus the identification (24) between entropy and normal coordinate, allows
the observer who perceives the screenSj to extend his wavefunctionsR(ρ) beyond his
boundary atρj . His wavefunctions are now understood asψ−(s), i.e., as functions of
the reduced entropys—indeed the latter is not bounded from above. It is in this sense
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that this second observer can be said to be doingquantum mechanics in the absence of
spacetime.

It is right to observe that the unitary isomorphism between the two different reali-
sations of the entropic Hilbert space,L2[0,∞) andL2[0, ρj), need not map the semi-
classical regime of the one into the semiclassical regime ofthe other, nor the strong–
quantum regime of the one into the corresponding regime of the other. An analogous
statement applies to the spacesL2[0, ρj) andL2[0, ρk) corresponding to the screens
Sj , Sk. The observation just made will become relevant in section 5.3.

5.3 Open questions

We can summarise our conclusions so far with the assertion that entropic quantum
mechanics is a holographic phenomenon, as emergent as spacetime itself. To round up
our discussion we would like to present some thoughts of a more speculative nature.

As a first thought we would like to state thatentropic quantum mechanics is an
observer–dependent phenomenon. That measurement disturbs any quantum system
is, of course, a basic tenet of quantum mechanics. The statement just made, how-
ever, refers to something different. The concept that quantum mechanics is observer–
dependent has also appeared, in different guises, in [68, 60, 61] under the name of
duality. Under duality one understands thatthe notion of classical vs. quantum is rel-
ative to which theory one measures from(see section 6 of ref. [68]). This is also the
interpretation advocated in refs. [39] by one of the presentauthors.

An idea that lies close to the above notions is the statement that the entropy of a
horizon is an observer–dependent quantity(see section 3 of ref. [52]). In view of our
correspondence (15), this latter assertion turns out to be equivalent to the one above
defining duality.

Thus the statement that quantum mechanics is observer–dependent, is an equivalent
reexpression of duality,i.e., of the relativity of the notion of a quantum. In the entropic
picture developed here, this relativity presents itself asthe different realisations of the
entropic Hilbert space, explained in section 5.2. Equivalently, this relativity of the
notion of a quantum arises here as the relativity of the entropy.

The previous statements may at first sound surprising. Classic treatises such as,e.g.,
ref. [66], teach that the Lorentz transformation laws for the heat energy and the temper-
ature are such that their ratio (the entropy) is a scalar. Moreover, in principle one ex-
pects physical constants such askB and~ to be observer–independent. However, let us
note that a totally analogous phenomenon has been reported in refs. [50, 51, 52, 53, 54],
where the entropy of the screen has been argued to be an observer–dependent quan-
tity. That the entropy of a thermodynamical system becomes an observer–dependent
quantity has also been concluded in an information–theoretical context [55]. Upon
transforming back to the energy representation, the dependence just described can be
recast as the dependence of Planck’s constant~ upon the observer. Exactly this latter
conclusion concerning~ has been reported in [70].

Given that the equations of motion for Einstein’s gravity can be recast as thermo-
dynamical equations of state, it has been claimed that the canonical quantisation of
gravity makes as little sense asquantising sound waves in air[41]. This remark makes
it clear that quantising Einstein’s gravity may be attempting to quantise the wrong
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classical theory, but it casts no doubt yet on the validity ofquantum theory. However,
doubts concerning the microscopic fundamentality of the latter arise once one realises
thatquantum theory, too, is a thermodynamics in disguise...
AcknowledgementsJ.M.I. thanks Max–Planck–Institut für Gravitationsphysik,
Albert–Einstein–Institut (Golm, Germany), for hospitality extended a number of times
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Dich sẗore nichts, wie es auch weiter klinge,
schon l̈angst gewohnt der wunderbarsten Dinge.
—Goethe.
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